The first few days (Skip if you have the money mod installed)

The first few days of the game should be solely focused on getting as much money as possible. Every day, talk to mum at 08:00 in the kitchen. Do the conversation this way:

- “Could you give me some money, mom?”
- “I’m sorry but I really need the money...” – (This ensure that you are consistently getting at least some money.)
- “Maybe I could do some chores?” – There won’t always be chores to do, but when there are do them, if not don’t worry.

Whilst doing this, it is essential that you get the website up and running. This is done by:

- Unpacking the boxes, reading on your laptop about the cameras and then buying the book from the online store. Once you have it you can then read it. You can do more reading every 4 hours.
- Once you have completed the book go to your laptop. You should then be able to set up your website. If you don’t have enough at this point, keep going to see mom.
- After you have it set up, you must buy ads to get people watching the cameras. Again, if you don’t have enough, keep going to see mom. You have to keep buying ads every couple of days to keep the revenue high.

There are a few ways to increase your revenue.

- At 21:00 on days that Eric is in the house, go to the lounge. Keep watching mom and Eric for as long as possible.
- After this, wait in the lounge till 22:00. Chatting with Alice boosts your revenue, but not by much.
- Increasing your massage skill is a good way too. When you do go see Alice at the same time and place as above. You should be able to give her a massage. To get the most money out of this you have to have the candies. Once you do you’ll have optimised the most out of this situation.
- Getting the girls to tan topless can also increase your money.
Alice

First of all, there are multiple things you can do with Alice. The story is pretty one dimensional and doesn’t branch off into different parts like Lisa’s.

How to improve the relationship

- Give her the little black dress before Eric
- Get her the second book
- Get her the fifth book
- Buy her lingerie
- Convincing her to do live chats

‘Blog’ opportunity

- This starts off during a conversation at breakfast on day 3. After this ask her about the blog afterwards. She’ll say that you can help her and that’s pretty much it.
- Wait a couple days and then go back and see her. A new conversation will appear. You’ll convince her to do lingerie and asks if you can buy her some. **You won’t be able to buy it until Aunt Kira arrives.**
- Buy her it once Aunt Kira arrives and give it to her. (**Don’t give it for nothing**) She’ll ask you to get her something more revealing. Buy her that and give it to her.
- She’ll then say that she has an advertiser and that she doesn’t need you.
- Wait a few days again and go back to see her. She’ll say that the advertiser pulled out and this is where you recommend doing live chats.
- She’ll be hesitant but just wait a few days and go back and see her again. Here you will be able to convince her. (Requires chance)
- Once you have convinced her wait a few days and go back to her and ask how it’s going. She’ll say that she managed to set it all up by herself. Wait until she is out of the house (Friday night/Saturday Sunday afternoon) and go to her room to install the key. **You automatically have this so don’t worry.**
- Go to your laptop everyday (except Friday) at 20:00 or 21:00 and an option to spy on Alice will come up.
- The rest is pretty simple. **Just make sure you have a lot of cash when visiting her site, she’s expensive.**

‘Party Girl’ opportunity

There are two nightclub scenes you can get with Alice. Before Aunt Kira (not really explicit) and after Aunt Kira (explicit). To get these scenes you have to have **candies.**
Candies

- To get candies you have to have Lisa in a good mood. Do her homework by yourself about six times or so. Afterwards go chat with her. “You look weird” will pop up. Talk with her and she’ll tell you about Alice’s wild side. After this you can buy candies at the store.

Before Aunt Kira

- To get this you have to see Alice at 20:00 in her room the Friday before Aunt Kira arrives. **There will be a dinner scene where mom will talk about Aunt Kira arriving tomorrow.**
- Once in Alice’s room *don’t* compliment her, just say you have a gift. She’ll accept it and leave.
- Wait till 03:00 the same night and go see her in the bathroom.

After Aunt Kira arrives

- Go see Alice in her room at 20:00 on Friday.
- Once in Alice’s room *don’t* compliment her, just say you have a gift. She’ll accept it and leave.
- Wait till 03:00 the same night and meet her and Aunt Kira at the pool.
- You’ll take Alice to the bathroom and can get a blowjob.
- “I wonder if it’ll fit in you…” has **NOT** been implemented yet so don’t waste time on it.
- A lot of this scene requires **chance** so make sure you have her in a good mood, have a high authority on her and have good communication skills.

Alice and Kate (Another blowjob from Alice)

- Kate will start to appear a few weeks after Aunt Kira’s arrival. To talk with her, go to the pool at 02:00 on Saturday/Tuesday. Talk to Kate as much as you can
- **It’s impossible to mess up the dialogue.**
- Keep peeping in Alice’s room at 01:00 for an extra scene. Once you see them masturbating talk with Kate again.
- She’ll recommend you joining her and Alice. To join in, peep on them at 01:00 like before and you’ll get invited in.
- **You will get kicked out the first time you join.** Don’t worry go talk to Kate again.
- Once you join them again, keep quiet.
- Keep going to see them at 01:00 and you’ll get a new scene every time.
- Once you see Kate fucking Alice you can’t join in anymore. Don’t worry, there’s a way you can wiggle back in.
• Talk to Kate and she’ll set up another event if you can get weed. (For help getting weed look at the essentials above.)
• Once you have the weed, give it to Kate and you can join them again.
• **It is the same scene repeated over so if you don’t want to see it, don’t buy Kate weed.**

**How to buy weed**

• Talk to Lisa and ask her to ask around school. Wait a few days and talk to her again. She’ll say that she doesn’t know how to get any.
• Talk to Aunt Lisa and she’ll ask around. Wait a couple of days and she’ll tell you how to buy some.
• Go to your computer and it should be there. **It’s not in the shop but at the first menu.**

**Getting rid of Eric using Kate’s mom (Sex with Alice)**

There are a couple of set ups to do first. You can either tell Eric to leave your family alone by using the photo or his wallet as leverage. *(see below for help)*

**PROGRESS THROUGH AUNT KIRA’S STOTY UNTIL YOU GET A BLOWJOB IN THE LOUNGE (help below if needed)**

Once through Aunt Kira’s story you have to catch her and Eric in the lounge at 03:00 on a Wednesday. After this, talk to Eric in moms’ room at 20:00 when he’s there and say, “what the hell Eric...” He’ll suggest that you talk with Aunt Kira. She’ll say that he’s blackmailing her. This is where the wallet or photo is necessary.

**Photo**

• To get the photo, you have to catch Eric spying on Alice at 02:00. This is a random event and can happen at any time. Patience is the key to this one.
• You have to have progressed Aunt Kira’s story far enough to be able to purchase the camera.
• Once you have and you see Eric at Alice’s room at 02:00 go there.
• Follow the dialogue and you should get the photo.
• **All of this is based on your sneaking ability.**
• You can now use the photo as leverage to get Eric to, “stop turning my family against me...”
Wallet

- This one is a little trickier to pull off due to the fact that Eric accuses you of stealing his wallet before you can finish Aunt Kira’s story.
- To postpone Eric, you have to pay him 300 a week so it’s a little pricey.
- After Eric accuses you of stealing his wallet, talk to Aunt Kira and she’ll suggest that you steal his wallet.
- To do this, sneak into moms’ room at 01:00 when Eric is there then look for the wallet. You’ll get caught the first time.
- After this go and speak with Aunt Kira again. She’ll suggest that you buy sleeping pills and beer.
- Give them to Eric at 20:00 in moms’ room when he is there. (requires chance)
- Sneak in to moms’ room at 01:00 the same night and you should be able to steal his wallet.
- Go see him in moms’ room at 20:00 when he is there and say, “I didn’t took your money...” This
- Follow the dialogue and make sure to say that you say, “Stop turning my family against me”.

Sex with Alice

- After you convince Eric to leave your family alone, go talk to Aunt Kira. Say that you “want to get rid of Eric once and for all...” and she will recommend talking to Kate about her mom.
- Talk to Kate and she’ll say that you have to talk to her mom. Go to your computer and Skype call her.
- You’ll then have to get Kate a big bag of weed from your computer and give it to her. She’ll set up an event and you have to go at 01:00 when she is there.
- Enjoy.

0.6 Content

There isn’t much Alice content in this update, only a few scenes with a couple of images each

- A few weeks after you kick Eric out of the house, Mom will eventually tell everyone that Eric has disappeared.
- Go see Alice and you can ask to talk about Eric and what she did with him. You will get the same answer no matter if you sacrifice Alice or if she was accepting gifts from him.
• Alice will eventually tell everyone she is going to ‘college’ at breakfast but there are not any more scenes after that. Only thing is, Alice will be out of the house a lot more often.
Ann (mom)

The most you can get from mom in this version is some hand jobs but there are different scenes that you can get.

Spying on Ann

- To spy on Ann, you first have to be friends with Eric. Eric will tell you that he’ll let you spy if you let him be your friend.
- After this, go to moms’ room between 22:00 and 23:00 and try and spy on them. **YOU WILL GET CAUGHT YOUR FIRST TIME.**
- After you have been punished, go see Eric at 20:00 when he is there and say, “we had a deal...” Eric will then tell you that he will talk to Ann.
- Go back and try spying again. (sometimes Eric taunts you, just go back then text.) You’ll get caught again but this time Eric will talk to her whilst you are there.
- From there you can freely spy on them.
- The scene with Ann tied up with a ball gag is the last the one. You can talk to her about it after you see it, but it doesn’t lead to much.

Cunning plan (Massages and hand job)

This opportunity arises once you have spoken to Kate several times.

**THIS GOES A LOT QUICKER IF YOU HAVE GOTTEN RID OF ERIC, IF NOT IT’LL TAKE A WHILE**

- Once you have the opportunity triggered, you have to talk to mom about her opinion on same sex relationships. She will tell you that she doesn’t like them.
- After this, go and talk with Aunt Kira. She’ll say that she will talk with mom.
- Keep going to see Aunt Kira after this and the story will naturally progress.
- After a while, she will tell you her plan which starts off with you learning the sensual massage course. **YOU HAVE TO HAVE MASSAGE OVER 100 TO DO THE COURSE** so I recommend massaging Alice in the lounge throughout the story.
- After you have finished the course, go and speak with Aunt Kira again. She will recommend that you start your massages on Alice.
- Go and see Alice when she is at the pool and offer to put some lotion on her. **YOU HAVE TO ASK HER TO UNTIE HER TOP BEFORE ASKING IF YOU CAN GIVE HER A MASSAGE.**
- Once you have done this go and see mom in her room and ask if you can give her a massage. She will accept but will shoot you down when you get an erection.
- Keep giving her massages and she will eventually get used to your erections once she speaks with Kira. **THIS TAKES PERSUASION.**
- Mom will eventually start getting naked during the massages. Once she does, go and talk with Aunt Kira and tell her how things are going. She will recommend lying about having sore wrists and then mom will start to give you hand jobs during massages.
- There is another moment where you can get one and it involves going in the shower at 06:00 (so sleep at 00:00). Follow the dialogue and you will get it.

**Cunning Plan (Photoshoot and private punishments)**

To get this you must kick out Eric first **(See below for help)** and have completed the steps above.

- After you have kicked out Eric, go and see mom and ask her why she looks sad. The story will start to progress at breakfast with a scene appearing around once a week.
- This is pretty straight forward. Every time you see a scene at breakfast, go and talk to Mom or Aunt Kira or sometimes both and the story will start to progress.
- **Sometimes you may have to wait a while before the breakfast scene appears.**
- The ‘Attention’ message will pop up once you reach the end, so keep an eye out for it.

**IF YOU GET STUCK WITH THIS, SIMPLY PUT A MESSAGE ON THE F95 WALTHROUGH BOARD, I’M USUALLY LURKING AROUND ON THERE.**

**Private punishments (Hand jobs)**

- To get this you have to do a lot of chores for mom. Once you have a dialogue will pop up about paying for private punishments.
- **YOU CAN ONLY GET A HAND JOB ONCE YOU HAVE LIED ABOUT SORE WRISTS IN CUNNING PLAN**

**Extra scenes**

1. You can ask mom to join her in the shower at 20:00. Follow the dialogue and you will jerk off in front of her.
2. You can peep on mom and Eric in the shower at 06:00. Choose to open the door slightly.
3. Open moms’ door at 10:00 and you can get to watch her dress if you have completed the **spying route** or the **cunning plan route**.
Aunt Kira

Aunt Kira’s story is pretty straightforward. Talk to her every day after breakfast and the story will progress.

**IF YOU WANT TO GO KATE’S MOMS’ ROUTE THEN YOU HAVE TO UNTIE HER**

**Aunt Kira night scenes**

- Aunt Kira will pop up at the house at 03:00 every day and you can get a scene with her. The further you progress through Aunt Kira’s story, the more you can do with her in these scenes.

**Night time blowjob**

- To get this you have to have had sex with her at the second photoshoot.
- Once you have don’t interrupt her in the lounge and keep watching. Follow the dialogue and you should get it.
Eric

Being friends with Eric has its benefits, but so does being at war. Try out both paths because you’ll miss out on a lot if you don’t.

There are two main ways to get rid of Eric, Kate’s mom route, or the wallet opportunity route. **Kate route is more fun though**

Kate’s mom

- For more info, see Alice’s walkthrough on page 2

Wallet

For this to work, you have to be at war with Eric

- Eventually Eric will accuse you of stealing his wallet and give you a chance to repay him (**depends on how much money you currently have so try to keep as much of your money on the website as possible.**)
- To postpone Eric, you have to pay him 300 a week so it’s a little pricey.
- After Eric accuses you of stealing his wallet, talk to Aunt Kira and she’ll suggest that you steal his wallet.
- To do this, sneak into moms’ room at 01:00 when Eric is there then look for the wallet. **You’ll get caught the first time.**
- After this go and speak with Aunt Kira again. She’ll suggest that you buy sleeping pills and beer.
- Give them to Eric at 20:00 in moms’ room when he is there. (**requires chance**)
- Sneak in to moms’ room at 01:00 the same night and you should be able to steal his wallet.
- Go to your computer and do some research about Victor.
- Go to moms’ room to see him and a scene will appear where Eric is speaking to his wife on the phone. (**I don’t think this is a set event, it just happens. I could be wrong though**)
- After that go and speak with Kira.
- Then go and speak with the hacker and you’ll have to pay him a lot of money so make sure you have enough.
- He’ll tell you the dirt on Eric.
• Go see him and tell him to leave your family alone.
• NO MORE ERIC!

Attention: You have reached the end of this opportunity in a current version of the walkthrough